
Advanced collage 
landscape



Create a new letter sized file in photoshop

Make sure to 
choose the 
LANDSCAPE 
option

And make sure to 
give it a name too



Find a good clear 
nature photo, 
something with 
Foreground , 
middleground and 
background

Make sure it has 
good VALUE

Right click> copy 
image



Edit > Paste

Edit > free 
transform

Make sure to pull 
the edges beyond 
the canvas 
leaving no 
white!!!!

Press enter



Enhance the 
value and 
contrast

Image> adj> 
brightness and 
contrast



Duplicate the layer

Right Click > 
duplicate



Now lets break down 
the photo on this 
duplicated layer into 
shapes of color and 
value.. This will 
serve as a template 
or guide

filter> filter gallery> 
artistic > cutout



Using eithe the 
quick selection 
tool or the magic 
wand tool 

Select an area 



Ok now go find a 
general textured or 
patterned image ( 
paper texture is 
good) that fits the 
color and tone of the 
area you selected

Right click> copy 
image



edit> paste 
special> paste 
into



Edit > free 
transform

Fill the entire 
shape



Adjust the color 
shade and tone to 
fit 

Image> 
adjustment> hue 
and saturation 



Thats the big pattern of operations 

1. Click back onto the template layer and Select the area
2. Paste into

a. Paste special> paste into
3. Scale the size of the pasted piece

a. Edit >free transform
4. Adjust the color and lightness of the piece to fit the overall landscape 

a. image> adjustment > hue and saturation



Click back onto the 
template layer

Select another area using 
the quick selection toool 
or magic wand

Paste special> paste into

Image> adj> hue and 
saturation

 



Continue selection 
areas 

When you get to a new 
type of area ie like i 
moved to the upper 
mountain and the color 
kinda changes 
consider finding 
another image to paste 
into



For the mountain 
im  using a more 
turquoise sample





Adjust the hue and 
lightness



Keep going 
and fill in all 
areas! 
Including the 
sky





Once you have 
complete pasting 
all areas

Select all your 
pasted layers and 
the template layer

( hold shift to 
select multiple 
layers)

Right click> merge 
layers



On the 
original layer 

image> 
adjustment> 
black and 
white



On your 
collage 
layer lower 
the opacity 
just a little 
to see 
some of the 
details from 
the black 
and white 
layer



Ok now finishing touches

Find a radial black and 
white gradient

Copy it



Paste it in and 
place it at the 
top of your 
layer list

Edit free 
transform and 
scale it until it 
cover the 
entire page



Change the layer 
mode to overlay



Now find a light flare or 
lighting background and copy 
it



Paste it in and scale 
it just like the 
gradient 

Change the layer 
mode to linear 
dodge (add) 



Ok save your image

Save as a jpeg aswell

Upload into google classroom


